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With the degrees' scientists, it is much easier, since they are only two, and they are well known to
everyone - the doctor of science (high) and candidate of science (primary degree).
All teachers can get one of the degrees, but in this case it is necessary to further protect the
dissertation.
In the domestic pedagogy, several more degrees appeared following the example of Western
colleagues.
This is a bachelor, master and doctor of philosophy, however, they relate more to students than to
the highest pedagogical composition.
Bachelor can be made after the end of the technical school or professional school, as well as after
the university, when the forces on the master and unnecessary two years of study simply did not
have enough.This is the lowest of all existing degrees.
Master differs from bachelor's two additional years of study.The task of the student - after the
bachelor proceeds to continue their studies, and according to the results, to successfully protect the
diploma project, pass all state exams.
"Doctor of Philosophy" is a European extent that is more popular abroad.But in recent years, she
has fallen well in the domestic pedagogy, and is the next step after the master.
What is best to choose?
As practice shows, it is much more difficult to get a scientific degree, so the overwhelming majority
of teachers make their choice in favor of the scientist.
To understand all the difficulties and pitfalls, it is important to always remember these
characteristics:
1. If the applicant performed brilliantly and defended his thesis, he is assigned a scientific
degree;And if it has a permissible experience, knowledge and position in pedagogical practice, he
should assign a scholarship title.
2. The certificate of professor or associate professor confirms the scholar title, while the diploma of
the doctor or candidate of science is a scientific degree.
3. Get a degree harder.

And now all the same, but affordable language!So, if you work at the University of the teacher, it
should definitely "grow."
This requires a degree and academic title.Immediately I clarify that this is not a single day and even
a month, but if desired is quite achievable.
Of course, the first five years of their pedagogy should be devoted to developing the experience, but
at this time it is recommended to take an active part in scientific developments, participate in
conferences and in-depth studying your thesis.
It all depends on the abilities and ambitions, but it is necessary to clarify: a scientific degree is a
colossal work in terms of intellectual work work, and the scholar title is, rather thanks for the years
and great luck.
If we speak the language of sailors, the military rank is given for long service, and an extraordinary
title (in our case, the scientific degree) receive those who distinguished himself.
As practice shows, the majority of domestic teachers choose scientists of the titles and strive for
writing the dissertation, and they do not even think about scientific works.
Here each one is: to solve only the teacher!In any case, the owners of a degree of scientist are
respectful, and they do not always pay attention to the title.
Honor: What is it, and who is assigned?
To get a degree without special hassle, there is another option - the "honorary degree" of the doctor
of science.
It is issued by academies, higher education institutions or the Ministry of Education without a course
of study and without accounting for mandatory requirements.
But what's the trick?
The fact is that the applicant for the honorable degree should be very different, or to achieve
unrealistic success in its specialty.
If you again compare with the maritime subject, then this is the idea of an extraordinary rank or a
reward.
Such teachers are always on a good account, and many universities of the world are ready to
provide them at any time.
Having an honorary diploma is the greatest life luck that allows you to maximize yourself in the
selected direction of knowledge.

Immediately it is worth saying that such a diploma is not issued on medicine;And the honorary
degree can be appointed, so in the future and removing.
In any case, the scientific degree confirms the scientific qualifications and competence of its owner,
as well as its ability to successfully scientific activities.
Scientific degrees and titles of non-state sample
There is another detail that you need to know when selecting pedagogical composition.
The fact is that in the modern system of education, many educational institutions of a non-state
sample appeared and successfully functions.
These are institutions, academy, and universities;In which management prefers to finally separate
from the highest attestation commission.
Such self-proclaimed commissions independently award scientists of the title and degree, and this
may be not only a candidate of science, but also doctors of science.
Moreover, after the completion of illegal protection of the thesis (it is possible that Lipova) a new
"Doctor or Candidate of Science" receives a diploma and sealing a diploma.
From a legal point of view, such a document has no strength, but these teachers may dishonestly
occupy prestigious and highly paid positions, enjoy respect and be an example to imitate in state
universities.
That is why it is important in this matter to show vigilance, and during the admission to work, to be
able to promptly recognize the legal document from Linden.
In the Decree of the Government of the Russian Federation, approved by October 30, 2002, it was
recorded that "as documents on the award of scientists of degrees, only those diplomas that were
issued by the Ministry of Education of the Russian Federation or authorized state bodies were
legally bred.
Conclusion: I finish my publication on this note, but I advise everyone not to lose and be able to
correctly distinguish a degree from the title.For someone it is very important.

